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SHUT ME UP AND KILL ME BECAUSE JESUS CHRIST HAD NO MEDALS

I nick-named him motherfucker shortly after we met
His talent his devotion went to everybody who needed him
Except me, butt I understand that is the fashion these days
He tried to slap me in the face the last time I saw him
I told him I would kill him if he did and I meant it
This is one of the reasons he earned the honor of motherfucker
Before I called him this, I called him daddy
Mary Panz.a
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from the essay:

The Myth of the Blade Matmrchr
Black Fathemood in lhe Time of Famine

2. reality check
As cultural and literary critic, African American woman Hortense J.
Spillers writes in her essay, '1n the Time of the Daughters and the Fathers":
...Among African-Americans in the midst of violent historic interven
tion that, for all intents and purposes, has banished the father, if not in fact
murdered him, the Father's law embodies still the guilt that hovers: one feels
called on to ''explain," make excuses, for his "absence." 1
This portion of her essay speaks to the noticeable absence of one half of
the parenting unit which equals "functional family"---an absence due to the
extension of the social organization of slavery into the 20th century space
occupied by Black men and by their daughters who, for whatever reasons,
are still catching hell, and catching hell, and catching hell, from Kunta Kinte
to Emmet Till to Rodney King: it is a tapestry of "intervention". Capitalism
thrives upon the stolen work of everybody who lives under it, and therefore,
the manifest value of the black male has always been and still is, the use of
his body by the apparatus of Capitalist productivity.
The railroad spikes must be driven, the cotton must be picked, the
wars of conquest must have an infantry, and the oil well fires and nuclear
power plant leaks must be doused and cleaned up by someone. To the extent
that manual labor now is all but obsolet2, the majority of the working class is
now experiencing acute abandonment and a sort of state of famine. This is so
regardless of race, really. Regardless of gender as well, for that matter. If you
used to make cars, man or woman, Black or Anglo, chances are you have
been tossed onto the scrapheap of America's depleted industrial revolution.
How much more so then, must be the uselessness of a Black man, whose
only value at any level of analysis, has been historically, his broad back,. his
strong anns, his solid thighs and calves? Again, the scramble into the middle
and intellectual class is our only perceived escape.
Not to forget the parallel position of Black women. They have histori
cally been the captives of this patriarchist social organization: nursemaids,
cooks, field hands, wetnurses, and domestic janitors. In a society which .has
never recognized the humanity and rights of any woman, Black women are
twice confined by race and by gender together. Under the current regime, the
roncept of "intervention" is indeed a salient one for all American women,
who, it seems, will soon have no legal right to end unwanted pregnancy. The
state means us to know, that women are set in the position of permanent
childhood. The state is one's eternal 'guardian'--one's lord and master; that
one is "husbanded" by the state if one is a woman under these conditions.
How much more patronized then, is the Black female body, a body which
has historically been appropriated, raped, confined, exploited and mimicked,
while being simultaneously insulted, experimented upon, scorned ("Are you
a scorned woman?" asked Senator Howell Hefflin of Professor Anita Hill last
fall), and tilled like a common field by Capitalism and its non-discontents?
Class assimilation has been the traditional carrot on a stick for all of us,
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but most especially for Black Americans of both genders. To aspire to middle
class success offers the promise of personal freedom, of power (read: pur
chasing power), and of social mobility and efficacy. Even if one's colored
body cannot ca.st a shadow in the Apartheid U.S., well then one's visa card
can. Credit has alwaY5 been as much an object of inheritance as property. Or
debt.
But the price of admission to middle class culture----and to all the free
doms it offers, including the freedom to be a father-is assimilation. One is
not just required to assimilate a set of social mores, folkwaY5, and presump
tions, but also a lifestyle irrevocably erected upon the continuous brutaliza...
tion and exploitation of all the peoples of thls planet. For that is precisely
what props up America, and props up America's middle classes-Black and
Anglo: Capitalist imperialism. The forcing of cash crops in Venezuela, the
forced sterilizations of Puerto Rican women, the extraction of diamonds and
gold from African lands, the ongoing genocide right here at home against the
Native American peoples of this continent and this hemisphere. Once class
assimilation has been embraced, one becomes de facto, de jure, one of the
petits meurtriers, the small class of killers who look the other way as the inner
cities become zones of military occupation, as children die of starvation in
Boston, and Iraqi children suffer shrapnel wounds from bombs bought with
their tax dollars. It is this class, ye:,, whlch continuously reelects, through
commission or omission, fascist cliques compc>5t!d of secret coalitions of cor
porate and military interest; and cover their guilt with patterns of conspicu
ous consumption.
Yet, many Black men, the ones who swvive the outright genocide at
the lower rungs of the ladder-the drugs, violence, police brutality, poverty,
lack of access to education, lack of access to medical care, prison, and the
spirih1al famine of Black maJe life under occupation-decide that it is better
to be Anenio Hall than it is to be Malcolm X. Better to assimilate than end up
one of the meu.rt-iu-faim, one of the 'starveling ', left at the margins of
America's economic life. Unfortunately, the values of middle-dass life do not
make men more able to love women and children, or more able to respect
them. In fact, those values are patriarchist and misogynist.
There is, of course, no room for political consciousness nor for active
resistance against the status quo at this level of assimilation. Indeed, rare is
the Black man who'd even have energy left to protest, resist and oppose
America's brutality and inequality against himself, against women, against
the poor, etc., etc., after having spent the first twenty to thirty years of his life
simply surviving and escaping the destn.tctive forres mentioned above. To
expect such a man to somehow commit class suicide (again, since he's com
mitted class suicide once already in order to move, at least sociaDy, out of the
pressing dehumanization of his underclass origins) after having struggled so
long to reach middle class status--a.nd the freedom it entails, seems unrealis
tic.
4. the task at hand
As men of color it is our obligation to find a context-any context
within which to play the system fot all that can be stolen from it for our
daughters' sustenance, and to furthermore not assimilate the values of that
system, which would teach us, a la Judge Uncle Thomas, to hate our own
daughters' womanhood. This will demand the creativity and the dedication
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to form alternative structures of co-operative solidarity with women of color
which can be both functional and psychologically healthy for women. What
the Thomas affair has shown, is that the family itself is the first site of revolu
tionary action against the forces of American oppression: to educate our male
children to not be rapists, to not be militarists, and to not hate women, hate
themselves, or hate life. To educate our female children to not accept dehu
manization and objectification, and to know in their hearts that they do not
deserve those sicknesses.
For the Black woman, social reality during slavery and after, meant
that she had to construct her own fonns of familial organization. Whether
Papa then had been whipped to death, lynched, castrated or had escaped
north during slavery, or whether Papa now is in prison, lost to drug addic
tion, has deserted her or is simply a non-contributing factor, the daughter
was always Mama's baby, though forever bereft of '1egiti.macy." This situa
tion has led to the formation of the myth of "Black Matriarchy," and the
matriarchally marked dependence upon extended family. In either instance,
the mother sits outside dominant class ideas of "civilization" having to "refo.
cus marginality as a living space" (Spillers, 134). For this, Mama is marked as
renegade. Mama's baby is marked as only half owned property. The filial
quantifier-the surname-is typically denied the daughter in illegitimate
birth, and even when the father is present both familially ('on the premises')
and legally (through marriage), the mere acquisition of the father's name
bestows nothing of lasting value unto the daughter other than a patina of
legitimacy, limited by its own nature, being that she has taken the name of a
man who will always be at best an escaped slave.
No matter whether the escape was by privilege of the father's own
birth into the middle classes or by way of his ascent to assimilated privilege,
in a patriarchal order which does not recognize the Black father as human,
the daughter too, is not 1egitimate'. 1be idea of 1egitimacy' is one which we
must create for ourselves. It is far from a hopeless struggle. It is, in fact, part
of the struggle taken up by men of color who have decided that they oppose
all the political and economic forces which are, in America, anti life.
We can learn to create those 'alternative' structures of co-support by
recognizing that misogyny is a basic threat to our survival as a people--both
the misogyny of the capitalist culture we inhabit, and the misogyny within
our own ranks.
Oarence Thomas's sister, it has been discovered since his enthrone
ment on the supremecourt, worked for years as a menial laborer in the South
to support the Thomas family while the judge luxuriated at college, and then
in law school, preparing to escape the rural poverty of his social origins.
While he sits now on his throne, his sister still labors at "woman's work.'' still
a captive of poverty and oppression. It is the responsibility of men of color to
not stop the struggle at escape from poverty, but to continue that revolution
ary struggle into the realm of social and economic equality for our women,
and for all women everywhere; into a dedication to support for and solidari
ty with our women while the struggle goes on to achieve those goals.
If we love our daughters, we can do no less.
Rayfield Alim Waller
1· From The Pennanent Obliquity of an ln(pha)libly Straight: In tk Time of tk
[)Qugh.ters and tk Fathers, by Hortense J. SpilleJS, p. 127.
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An excerpt from the novel, Winter.
O\apterTwo

She turned offthe water.
Outside, the rain sliced at the grass and the stooped trees. All the win
dows in the house were glazed with rain. It was May already, but every day,
it rained.
She sat the cups down into the dish rack one at a time, very gently.
She'd finished with all of them. Nothing was left to wash but the knives and
spoons. She squirted more of the dish washing liquid into the sink. She
watched the brownish grease float to the top of the tepid water. The grease
was spinning and twitching as the liquid touched it.
She thought of her mother because her mother used to do just what
she was doing now. Her mother, once she'd started going senile, would
wash only cups, saucers, spoons and knives. She'd leave everything else
dirty.
Sometimes Katherine was afraid she was bl!C'Oming like her mother
had been.
She thrust her hands into the water-to the wrists-and felt for the sin
gle fork. She snatched it out and tossed it onto the pile of dirty forks. She
was not like her mother, because her mother had had no choice.
"Anytime I want, I can wash the other things. I just don't want to," she
said to her hands. They were beginning to wrinkle and pucker. She listened
to the sound of rain pattering against all of the window panes.
The rain seemed sometimes to be trying to speak as the wind slashed it
across the glass ofher windows. Some nights, when it rained, she'd lie awake
trying to decipher what the water was trying to say to her. She-What? Whatt_Somebodyat the door. Somebody want's me. What?
She snatched the stopper from the drain, and, without drying her
hands, went down the long narrow hallway leading to the living room and
the front door. The gun lay just where she'd left it, on the coffee table. She
took it over to the door and raised the little pink curtain which covered the
miniature window set into the wood.
It was Hamson. He stood on the porch with the big blue bag hanging
from his left shoulder. The rain was hissing against the steps just behind him.
He was coveroo with a clear plastic slicker. He looked clean. Very clean.
She waved at him through the little window, but he couldn't see her.
He was stepping lightly from foot to foot, like someone who needed to use
the bathroom. She sat the gun down on the floor, behind her potted ivy
plant, and went back to the door as he began knocking again.
First, the big wooden door. Then the screen door. As she openoo the
screen door he stepped bade so that it would swing out. The wind whipped
in past him, and a fine mist plastered her nightgown to the front ofher body.
"Katherine! What are you doing? You're getting wet!"
He rushed in, turned and pushed the big wooden door closed again.
He turned and looked at her, the strap of the mailbag biting into his left
shoulder.
"Hi Harrison. You got a letter for me? You got a letter? From my son,
Victor? He said he'd send mea letter."
"Did you just get up? You shouldn't have opened the door in your
night clothes. You'll catch a cold."
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He stood gazing at her. She was wet; and she didn't look too bad wet.
She was in her late forties, but she still had a firm body, flaring hips, and she
still had that beautifuJ, expressive face. He thought of all the old women he
sawevery day. Katherine was the onlyone he never thought ofas being old.
Heeased the mailbag down off his shoulder, letting the strap roll slow
ly. Lately the strap had started to bite him, and he was becoming very careful
about it. He let the bag slip all the way to the floor. She stooped and pushed
it over to the comer beside thedoor.
''Katherine, I'm not staying."
"Oh, yes. Yes. You have to have coffee. I just made coffee. Sit down in
the kitchen, and I'll go change my clothes. I made you coffee. For you."
She turned and dashed up the stairway. Outside, the wind was kicking
up against the porch. He'd forgotten to pull the screen door back in, and it
was flapping slowly, in and out, slapping against the wall of the porch. He
looked down at the bag. The same bag he'd carried for years. In all thirty
years, he'd only had three. This one had ridden his shoulder for seven.
He thought of the bag as he opened the door again and reached for the
flapping screen. The bag had become a dead weight which pulled harder
every week. Just one more year and he could retire. Just one more year.
He pulled the screen in and closed the door against the wind. The
slicker clung to him like aluminum foil. He pulled it over his head. I should
leave, he thought. Just leave her the letter and go. But the house was warm.
He needed to rest. He felt so tired. Four more blocks and he could go home.
He turned to the mailbag, thinking of Katherine's letter. He stooped
and pulled at the zipper. He noticed the gun. The letter sat there right at the
top of the pile. The gun lay, butt up, wedged between the wall and the flower
pot. It pointed like a finger at the door.
Straightening, he gaz.ed at one of the windows in the living room. Just
two more blodcs. But he was tired and his shoulder hurt. He walked down
the long hallway to the bright, yellow kitchen and sat at the breakfast table.
He'd been in this kitchen so many times before. He'd sat here with
Katherine and Fred, sometimes falling two hours behind, talking. Fred had
been what some called an ugly man. His skin a deep, deep black, his broad,
flat nose pushed into his face like a lump of putty. But Hamson had loved
that wide, sad face. Looking into Fred's ancient, wise, and clear eyes, there
was nothing he couldn't say to that face. Katherine, by contrast, had always
been a very light-skinned, sharp-featured woman. Her mother had been
Black, but her father, according to Fred, had been a full Cheyenne Indian.
Fred had died. Leaving Katherine alone. Ten years. Every year left
Katherine a little more sorrowful, a little more confused-as if Fred had been
the only thing ki!eping her tied to theearth.
The rain was angrier now. It thrashed against the side of the howie and
pummeled the roof. The windows were chattering like teeth. He could hear
the broken gutter at the back of the house, gurgling as the water splashed
over the side ofthe runnels.
He noticed the huge, delicate silver teapot, the one she used to use
only for holidays. It sat at the very center of the table, and it was hot. She'd
used it to heat water. The roffee cups sat at opposite side of the table, each
with a spoon and saucer.
"Did he send me the letter? Did he had?"
As she rushed in he saw that she changed to bluejeans and a big,
brown football jersey-the one Fred had worn on Saturdays. He pushed the
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letter across the table to her as she sat. She smiled.
"Katherine, why is your gun sitting on the floor next to thedoor?''
She seemed to darken for a moment. Then, "Oh, them boys. Them
boys from over on Mt. Elliot. They come here sometimes. They throw stuff
up on my porch, to scare me. I can scare them with a gun."
''But-"
"Oh, it ain't loaded. You wony too much. Is this my letter? Is this my
letter from Victor?"
"Yeah. That's yours."
"A letter to me, a letter to me."
As she tore into the letter, he eased himself back in the metal-framed
chair resting all of his back. It was dangerous, he knew, to let himself relax
this much. It would be too hard to get back up again, to pull that bag back up
onto his shoulder.
She looked so alone. Sometimes he wanted to stay here: not go back
out at all, but stay here with her and fix the broken gutter and help her wash
the dishes and hide every single letter, so she wouldn't read them ever again.
Every one of those damned letters damned Victor kept sending.
Already, he could tell, Victor had done it again. Her face had gone lax.
She was hunched over the letter, slowiy shaking her head, shaking her head.
Her fingers were trembling very slightiy.
"Victor says no," she said simply. There was no place else to go. She
would have to remain in this house, alone.
The note of acceptance in her voice was so new, so chilling, that he put
his coffee cup down. He watched her as she very neatly folded the letter up
and slipped it back into the envelope.
Harrison thought of the time, ten years ago, when she'd heard that
Fred had had a heart attack-that she'd been taken to Receiving Hospital
That time too, she'd suddenly become quite calm and deliberate.
She quietly tucked the letter into her jean pocket, and her hands floated
back to the table-top where they fiddled with the spoon still sitting inside her
empty coffee cup. She looked suddenly up at him, and he could see the queir
tion in her look.
''Harrison, are you tired?''
That was not the question. He had not expected this question.
Suddenly she was speaking much too clearly.
"Yeah, I'm tired...Old people like me get tired easy."
''Yes. Crazy people get tired too."
Harrison said nothing to this. The room suddenly seemed tight, and
hot. He thought of the bag waiting for him at the other end of the long hall
way.
"Harrison? Stay here. With me. You can rest.''
He rose from the chair, and it seemed to be the hardest thing he'd ever
tried to do. His back felt twisted and broken. His nostrils burned. He looked
down at her and tried to open his mouth. He thought ofthe bag that was still
waiting for him.
"Alright Harrison. Go. Get the hell out of my house. You can't have
any more ofmy coffee, either."
She watched him reach down to the table, pick up his spoon from the
napkin she'd put there for him, and place it gently into the half full cup. He
went for the doorway and disappeared.
She rose and took the cups over to the sink. She let Harrison's cup
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drop and shatter on the stained porcelain floor of the basin.
He was pulling the bag back up onto his left shoulder. He'd already
tugged the slicbr on, and he was buckling the silver clasps of his rubber
boots. She stood at the kitchen end of the hallway, watching. The slicker
made him look lib a wrapped sandwich.
He paused at the door, as if he were not really going to open it. He
looked down at the huge boots, then looked back at her.
He left.
She closed the door. She wandered through the house, touching furni
ture, touching lamf>5, and touching the things that had belonged to Fred. At
last she ended up back inside the kitchen, the edge of the folded letter stick
ing out of her pocket poking her sharply in the side.
The rain was still trying to say something, but was still failing at it.
She stood a long time gazing out of the window over the sink. The one
tree in the backyard was fluttering. As she watched the tree, she tried to
remember the Algonquin words her father had taught her. There was a word
for when the trees and the wind and the rain began trying to speak to you.
They'd spoken to her father. Now they were speaking to her. She could not
think of the words.
She didn't understand what the rain was trying to say.
After Harrison was gone, she always felt suddenly lonely again. Like
the return of an illness that she'd thought might be gone for good. She
walked around and around the kitchen, touching the top of the table, and
running her hands over the stacks and stacks of CUP5 and saucers which sat
quiet and white there on the counter top of the sink. She watched the rain
slicing at the trees outside, and tried and tried to remember some of the
songs her father had taught her when she was a girl, but she couldn't
remember.
A little later she walked back into the kitchen, steadily aimed the gun
she'd pulled from her dress pocket, and calmly, deliberately, shot the row of
dishes stacked beside the sink. The shattering bits and pieces scattered like
startled children across the white sink basin, and across the linoleum floor.
~ I d Allffl Wall.er
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Howling at the Moon
handed me your still warm heart
pressed between the pages of Derrida
said it was love
when you were only shedding
what you no longer needed
before boarding the train
a lone passenger
wearing blinders
Forewarned that my tears
were heavy enough
to crush your testicles
I stood in the station
hugged the tome
tags dangled from my ears
shouting BEWARE
the label that covered my mouth

read: USURPER OF FREEDOMS
And when you are gone

I remember you said
that I had no life
that I lived through you
...because I put you first
so, I combed my hair over the tags
put lipstick on the label
and le~
...because I could not see myself
loping down the tracks behind an icon
Esperan1A Ma1.iroi CinlT6n
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Temple Oranges
The season is summer. Hot, sticky, sun filled days. The good part is
that the car starts up on the first try and it doesn't need long to warm up. The
bad is that the vinyl seats stick to and bum the backs of my legs turning them
red and making indented lines like seams sewn together. The hard hot plas
tic of the steering wheel stings my hands as I pull out .into the street. I whip
the visor down to shield my eyes from the sun's glare.
I am headed to the supermarket. It's grocery day and I've grudgingly
convinced myself to leave the dim comfort of my apartment to face this cruel
heat and ultimately the refrigerator frost of the supermarket air-conditioner.
Not to mention, it's Saturday, and the shopping carts will be bumper-to-
bumper. But, I know that the Temple Or;inges are in; I called ahead. Besides,
I need a few staples: milk, bread, margarine, and maybe something for di~
ner.
I make it through the checkout, my Temples staring at me through
their clear plastic sheath. I've kept them nearest me, by themselves on the
children's seat in the buggy, so they wouldn't get crushed by the other
things. It was all that I could do to keep my hands off of them. The only thing
that kept me from tearing into one was the fact that I knew they weren't
mine yet, I hadn't paid for them.
The bags, propped up on the back seat, lean heavily against each other.
Bright orange Temples aowd the top of one, their waxy coats and dimples
tempting me. But, I can wait.
With my foot on the brake, I tum on the ignition and push Paula
Abdul into the cassette hole. She starts hip-hopping with '1t's the Way That
You Love Me," and I tum on the air, a little, just enou~h to simulate a breeze.
She sings, '1t's the Way That You Love me," and Im bouncing back and
forth thinking about my Temples. That's enough!
I tum the ignition off, then back on, just a notch so that the air and
music stay on. Then l reach back and grab me a fat juicy Temple. l roll it
around in the palms of my hands to get its juices to loosen up and to feel the
firmness. It's wonderful. I press its oool skin to my cheek, then my forehead,
With my front teeth,, I tug at it creating an opening just large enough for the
tip of my forefinger which I use to slowly pull the skin back. It comes away
easily. Slender strands of white tease my lips as I press the white meat on the
inside of the skin to my mouth, gnawing gently at the membrane. When I'm
done with the skin, it falls exhausted into my lap and I'm left holding the
na1ced flesh of my Temple.
What to do? Should I separate its segments. I imagine how easily they
would come apart, how sweet, how juicy...Or should I just bite into it allow
ing the juices to ooze and spray over my face. Contemplatinf my options, I
nibble at stray strands of membrane with my lips. But before am conscious,
I have bitten into the juicy mass. There is pulp on my nose and juice drips
from my ch.in. I am into a second, maybe third, bite. It is sticky and sweet,
sweet, sweet. I take greedy bites, the bits of pulp burst in my mouth and it is
so good. I lick the remaining juice from my lips as I search through the glove
compartment for napkins, left over from some fast food escapade, to mop up
the evidence.

Espmmm MJJlmJi Cudr6,a
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Mtersapp
1

music starts
i sway with it idly
break into loose spins
arms relaxed
hair drifting back

curly-haired boy
arrows to stage
rests his head
nose forehead pudgy cheeks
sweaty sunburnt pink
colors inharmonious
mine are gold
look beyond his lips
moisture-beacfed words
hover in air
my back arches to him
my hair falling
falling
honey curls cascading
down

freed, my breasts waver
his hand smooths my inner thigh
ibloom
2

i smile and open
my legs
catch the aroma

footsteps tap
tap on the stairs
i rise not quickly
adjust my shorts
you're nothing
but a goddamned
woodpecker
i march out
slam the door
3

in the end nothing
matters
if they want to like you
they will
if they don't
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they won't
intense lack
ever so friendly
smacks their faces
with what they
will never have
4

to be really sterile
we'd have to be boiled
like a trip to the dentist
don't move
this machine could cut
you wide open
i open my legs a bit more

Wilma Kahn
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Girlfriends
it was just the two of us
we had invited family & friends

to a chicken & fish fry
with fresh string beans
hot cornbread
beer & ice cream for desert
but it was just the two of us
in our space
doing our saturday thing
watchin' tv
listenin' to cd's
dressin' up &
puttin' on

just the two of us
me&ck
my immortal extension

just the two of us
girlfriends
doin' nails
& twistin' locks
bein' sistahs
in the company
of one another

On.tis &Jsley Knowles
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On Clarity

clear
is for water
she
said to her
child
remember
that mud
is
always at the
bottom
of the lake

so
don't'be
a/fraid to
jump
in

Druis Beasley Knowles
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room lo live
in new york/there is
a seatbelt law /a law
that locks you in/ if
it makes you un/
comfortable/ask your
self what makes you
uncomfortable with
having room to live
instructors who give
lessons on licensing
will tell you: in
that mangled car the
hood tom off the
front windshield smashed the
steering wheel twisted the
seatbelt intact the
seatbelt in place with the
seatbelt in place there is
room to live/what are
you uncomfortable with?
because
in this mangled world
there are otherdiscomforts
other harnesses that hold
that try to lock you in
sometimes it is difficult
finding room to live
some say god some say
god will lead you in/
i am uneasy with this
some say: if god if
god is a hand that holds
what makes you uncomfortable
what makes you rebel
against having room to Jive?
they say: visit a place
where god lives where
there is always room
for you/let him lead you in
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in new york/i know a place where god is said
to live/ a presbyterian place where god is said
to live/last sunday i was drawn in for a sermon
i fastened in to the sermon/fastened on to the
subject/trying to avoid the christian thing/i
fastened in/but when it was over /when i let go
the minister caught me/pressed my hand/told me
he was glad to see me/hoped i' d come again:
these are the laws
that lock you in i
could not risk
fastening in again:
i told him he had a beautiful building
such lovely stained glass/a beautiful place
to visit/a lovely place for god to live
he said:
we have one member
a wonderful black
woman she could not
be here today but
she is our heart and
soul our heart and soul

i wanted to tell him i could not
keep her company/i could not risk
fastening in again/i wanted to find
her/ tell her she could not
risk fastening in again
that in this mangled world
there must be other places/other
places where god is said to live
where she can keep her heart and
soul/her heart and soul/where
she can keep them intact/ where
the salvation she seeks is hers
and hers alone

TOZ
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Jee

honey

i spent the
after noon
drinking tea
burning incense
taking refuge

from the cool
places
where our lives
arc laid out
im 50 metro

i dont need
a fire place
or a dear
VlCW of trees
i let coltrane
melt me down
while the woman
i love crept

between rooms
holding her breath
so I could be alone
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The Browning of the Beauty Ideal:
Representation of utinas in the Music Videos
of Kid Frost, Mellow Man Ace, and Gerudo

It is impossible to know how many artists have included Latinas in
their music videos because there is no distinguishing ''Latina look,." unless
you conside.r stereotypes and generalizations. Without videos making it
explicit in some way that the women in them are Latinas, it is tough to ana
lyze the representation of Latinas in music videos. In the videos of Kid Frost,
Mellow Man Ace and Gerardo, the women who look like they might be
Latina are meant to be Latina. In a music video industry that works to keep
in place the values of white culture, such artists would hopefully give us a
view of beauty that includes brown women. While they do enforce in some
ways the biases of white United States culture, Kid Frost's and Mellow Man
Aces's videos also begin to challenge the white standard of female beauty.
Kid Frost's ''La Raza," from his Hispanic Causing Panic album, became
the first hip hop song since rap became mainstffilln to affirm pride in the
Chicano identity. Although in his declaration of brown pride, women's only
contribution to the statement of solidarity is to show that Chicanas are beau
tiful too, the statement was stunning to me when I Arst saw the video. For the
first time in the history of music video, Chicanas as Chiainas are presented as
sexy, beautiful women. The female focus in "La Raza" is on bikini-dad
Chicanas with dark skin, long hair, and dark eyes. Kid Frost does not make
any excuses for the Chicana heritage by featuring women who look more
Spanish than Indian or African. These women are brown and they are beauti
ful.
Of course this kind of resistance to mainstream United States culture
has problems. Do Chicanas really want the "right" to be exploited as much as
white women? Kid Frost's images of women show them almost naked as the
camera pans the length of their bodies. The sexism that M1V has perfected
over the years now includes Chicanas as its victims. Has Kid Frost really
done us a favor? I am not sure. But if the beauty standard in the U.S. plays a
part in our oppression, then opposing it must help to free us. If all my life, I
have learned that I am ugly because I have brown skin and Indian features,
then seeing women who look like me being prized as beautiful must, in some
small way, help my self~teem. We need another word besides "racism" and
"sexism" for the distinct kind of oppression that women of color experience
in the United States. The beauty standard is one of the places where racism
and sexism intersect. It's a form of oppression that no man of color and no
white woman can entirely understand. Kid Frost might not present the soltr
tion, but his images might be a step in the right direction.
And yet it would be a small step because the Chicanas in ''La Raza"
have body types that still fit the stereotype of sexiness. Although in real life,
men, particularly men of color, are attracted to women that "have some meat
on them," Kid Frost's women of color are as thin as those in any other MTV
video. 1 think this happens in many videos with African American artists,
too. They might feature women of color, but the women usually approach, in
some way or another, the white ideal ofbeauty.
Women serve as the locus of sexuality in ''La Raza." The men do not
participate at all, even to interact with the women in this video. It's almost as
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if the women, half-naked and gyrating. present themselves for attention that
they will not get from the Chicanos, that they will only get from the viewer of
the video. The lack of interaction between the women and the men almost
denies the ready-for-sex appearance of the women. The women might fun~
tion solely to refute the blonde standard; their appearance is to be consumed
in a purely aesthetic way.
In "Mentirosa," from his album Esazpe From H.avan.a, Mellow Man Ace
raps about a woman he believes is cheating on him. In this video, unlike the
other two, it's made clear that Latina/os come in all different colors. Many
people in the video, including Mellow Man Ace and la "Mentirosa," are
African American as well as Latino, and there are some very lightskinned
Latinas in the video along with brown women.
The storyline of "Mentirosa" presents a man accusing "his" woman of
having sex with all the guys in the neighborhood. The video shows a court
room in which he, Mellow Man Ace, gives testimony against his girlfriend in
front of a panel of judges and a roomful of women and men (although it was
made in 1990, the video now evokes the hearings of Anita Hill and Clarence
Thomas). The scene is intercut with images of a Catholic church and a confes
sional booth. In this video, the Latina appears as "hot to trot," playing into
the stereotype of the hypersexual, hot-blooded Latin woman. "Mentirosa"
presents Latinas as attractive, but in an exoticizing way. According to this
song, we are so sexy that we just can't get enough. The women in the court
room, all of them brown, watch the interactions between Mellow Man Ace
and "Mentirosa" with almost bored expressions. Some of them look
bemused, as does the girlfriend on trial who doesn't really seem to care about
Mellow Man Aces's accusations. In other words, the watching women look
like they are familiar with the whole scene of accusation and denial. Such
reactions suggest that all the Latinas in this video have gone through the
same thing with their boyfriends. The video presents us with a world of
hypersexual Latinas.
The Latina as sexual body and the Latina as speaker intersect here. The
two charges of skeezing (having sex with many partners) and lying seem
equally heavy. But the sor.g is called "Liar," not "Pl.ayer." Is the main prob
lem that the woman misrepresented herself? Would she be exonerated if she
had been honest about her activities? The subtle subordination of skeezing to
lying suggests that fooling around on her boyfriend isn't the worst thing a
Latina ca.n do, maybe because that's all one can expect of her. But she lied,
made her boyfriend look like a fool, and that's the indignity that Mellow
Man Ace cannot abide. He seems to heap on the disgust and condemnation
of her for her sexual activity because that charge will make her look the
worst. But he actually seems most personally offended by her words. She
told him that she loved him. She was not honest about the other men. His
main judgment of her is "mentirosa." Perhaps because the emphasis is on
telling, the court reporter figures in this video much more than the judges.
The camera regularly shows us her fingers typing and her eyes watching the
action.
While this video presents Latinas as beautiful but oversexed, there
might be a challenge to that stereotype as well. While the camera pans the
mini-skirted bodies of the Latina women going to church and Mellow Man's
girlfriend dancing and drinking, it most aggressively shows the body of the
court reporter, who looks white. This white woman and the African Latina
girlfriend receive the most camera coverage in the video. But while the girl-
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friend is always completely dressed with the camera mainly focusing on her
thighs, Mellow Man Ace's fantasy about the court reporter has her half
undressed with thecamera heading for her crotch. This woman acts the most
like someone who wants sex. She stretches out her body and opens her legs
in a way that makes her the most sex-ready female in the video. But does the
figure of the court reporter really resist the stereotype about Latinas? Maybe
she's supposed to be Latina, too. Or maybe the video says that all Latinas
and this one white woman are nymphomaniacs.
Gerardo's "Rico Suave," from his album Mo' Ritmo, presents the other
half of the hot-blooded stereotype with Gerardo leering at all the women as
well as the camera, throughout the whole video. Disappointingly, Gerardo
sets the blonde ideal finnly back in place as part of his construction of a man
with access to wealth and success. He projects the image of a successful
Latino with wealth and power as evidenced by the big house, swimming
pool and blonde women at his disposal. The display of money in this video
explains the lack of Latinas: sexual access to Latinas does not correlate with
wealth and power as access to white women does. Gerardo makes the rela
tionship between women and money clear: "My only addiction has to do
with the female species/I eat'em raw like sushi." Sushi is one of the more
expensive foods one can dine on and evokes 1990's yuppie or upper middle
class tastes. Here, sushi serves as a symbol of money and so do white
women. In the video, Gerardo raps these lines while floating in a swimming
pool and eating sushi fed to him by a blonde woman. The pool, the food, and
the woman are at his disposal because of his wealth.
One of the more jarring scenes for me is the one in which Gerardo
appears at his date's house and meets her parents. They are Latinos, Gerardo
addresses them in Spanish, but the date looks white. The mother also has
bleached hair that my mother would call "orange hair." The family dearly
has money and the~ e suggests that Gerardo has worked his way into the
wealthy class by dating its women. This scene contrasts with the line in
"Mentirosa" that Mellow Man Ace speaks to the woman, "You know, my
mother's talking about me. Not about me, about you." La "mentirosa" has to
please the mother of her boyfriend, but Gerardo cultivates the disapproval of
his date's parents. In the context of "Rico Suave," parental offense becomes a
mark of coolness: he's so down that the older generation will never unde~
stand.
"Rico Suave" serves as the counterpart to "Mentirosa" by showing
how it goes for a Latino who has sex with many different women. In
"Mentirosa," the woman has to face the scorn of society, the law and God for
her activities. The Latina must stick to one man and be honest about all sexu
al activity. Gerardo, however, seems to have won wealth and power through
his sexual exploits. He has the privilege of telling the world about his
prowess. In fact, Gerardo's sexual activity might serve as the explanation for
his access to wealth. Which came first? His pool or his blondes? The pool and
the women might be possessions that simply become yours once you have
money. But it's also possible that his sexiness got him the woman, which
brought him the wealth. He might play a gigolo literally or figuratively. As
we see in the scene with the date and her parents, Gerardo achieves access to
this wealthy home bydating the daughter. Sexual success is financial success.
And the color of money is blonde.
But for the accused woman in "Mentirosa," sex with different men
only brings imprisonment. Unable to be trusted with keeping her own body
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under control, she ends up locked in a confessional, where even if she still
does not tell the truth, God Will Know. True to the United States stereotype,
each of the two videos presents Latinas and Latinos as "oversexed" crea
tures. But the double standard operates even in the jungle and Latinas pay a
price for our activity while the homeboys earn rewards.
I think videos like Kid Frost's and Mellow Man Ace's start to make
some difference in the public image of Latinas. Even Gerardo could easily
have started breaking down the white standard of beauty if he had included
more brown women, making them look like the equals of the white women.
But these rappers' ways of including brown women in the beauty standard
remain very problematic. We don't want equal right to exploitation. Ideally,
there would be no beauty standard and women, especially women of color,
would not feel measured by our appe.arance. But while the tactics of oppres-
sion include privileging a white appearance o~ a brown one, we need to
subvert that ideal. The browning of MTV's images of women could be a
beginning.

&gina Rodriguez
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remember the skinny sweet baby
in the tiny white nightgown
running under tables
remember Marion, a nun
remember the banana stalks in our backyard
yodelingtwins
clubhouses in cupboards
new white tennis shoes from Bata
fairs
bullocks in the road
gathering children in my anns
offering material
hot buns
baskets for school
0

you were born in medias res
the middle ages are over
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color /the color of tea whistle
Kimi/a lime and a kiwi and a girl
Alaska/the smooth worn face ofa bird
don't berate
please be on my side
I've gro\-\'11 old since you've left
settled into my fist
heart cold as a cabbage
fingers splintered and riveted
be still and wait
in absolute sullenness
explain it to the palm of your hand
between the lines crawling around my eyes
talk no more oflove
take it for a Catherine wheel
revolving fireworks
a sun emblem

Katie Yates
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The Gathering of Shield~
She who rides with the winds
wilh her dance
sends forth circles of Light and Love
She who rides with the winds
with her voice
echoes thecall from the grandmothers of time
She who rides with the wlnds
with her shield
gives birth to sisters who long to be rcbom
She who Tides with the winds
with her beauty
shares her soul drawing sisters nf all nations
Together as one
see a vision
nine grandmothers
rnoving the sacred wheel of life

I see a vision
nine grandmothers
sending spirals oflight to the star~
Whe~ she awaits
Grandmother
She who rides with the y,fods ......
Aho!

Murilyn Omzfunlce Torres
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Other People's Homes
My mother didn't like for me to go into other people's homes. I never
under.;tood it until she broke her own rule. It all started with my father. He
used to work in a bus depot. I'm not sure what his job was but I remember
he used to bring home all sorts of things that people had left on buses-
umbrellas (we had tons of them), magazines, books, sometimes jackets or
sweaters. To this day I guess what he did involved cleaning buses.
Where my father worked was in Jersey City; he had the night shift. My
mother worked days sewing. They traded off taking care of me and my
brother, Carlos, who is younger than me. Sometimes my mother would drop
my brother off at my father's job so that he could hang out with him and
"See where papi worked." It was a greasy dark place. Diesel stink every
where. Buses parked close together all around. My father and brother would
eat take out food together-usually Chinese pepper steak. Mom and me
would go do errands and end up eating at a counter somewhere in McKinley
Square. These were the times when we ate something my mother would
never cook like fried chicken or salisbury steak or something weird like that.
When we were done going to the bank or the bodega latina, ma.mi and me
would pick Carlos up. He was always sheepish after his dinners with papi O
didn't know what sheepish was then but when I learned the word, I knew
that it was exactly how my brother looked those times). I didn't feel cheated
though. I didn't like being around all that grease and oil. I liked going into
the empty buses and running up and down the aisles or sitting up front
behind the invisible bus driver. I got to do these things anyway when we'd
drop Carlos off so I didn't mind going off with mami while he and papi ate
with the "guys."
One of the guys my father worked with was named Al. I think he was
a mechanic and he worked the same shift as papi. Apparently they became
friends---as much as this was possible because my father's English was very
broken and Al couldn't even try talking with him in Italian like some of the
other guys because he was Polish (I remember this because his last name
ended in "ski"). Al lived down the shore and commuted into the city every
day. Al was always telling my father about his house and boat and how we
should all go down there one- weekend and stay over and go swimming. He
invited us so many times that my father got around to telling mami. One
night while we were eating dinner papi said, "Vamos, Julia, what harm
could be done?" My eyes stuck low to the kitchen table. I saw my brother
sticking green beans under his plate. Marni sighed as she lifted Carlos' plate
and said, "Esta bien, Manolo, if you have your heart set on it, we11 go."
We left our small third floor apartment early on a Saturday morning
one summer day. The drive from the city to the shore was long and hot as we
left the smokestacks, oil refineries and pumping stations behind us along the
turnpike. Heat trapped pollution over the sky obscuring the tall buildings of
downtown. Approaching the shore there was more and more land around.
Where we lived there weren't too many empty lots around. Down there,
wide open spaces of land with grasses, trees, swamps and rivers spread out
on each side of the car.
We arrived at Al's house around noon. The first thing I noticed was
that they had a mailbox. I knew what it was, of course, but I was surprised
anyway. Our mail was deposited in a little metal door with a slit next to
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seven other metal doors in the front hall. As soon as we went inside, Al's
wife had us sit down in the dining area and eat the tunafish sandwiches she
had prepared for us. My brother made a face but Marni lifted her eyebrows
and he bit into the sandwich with his eyes close.:i. While we ate, they told us
how they had planned the day--;1. ride out on the boat, maybe some fishing
or swimming and a barbecue later. I stared up at the high ceiling. Wood
beams met in an upside down V. The walls were covered with wood panel
ing and there was a soft cushiony rug beneath us. They had two sofas, one
facing the other and a large strange driftwood lamp in the corner. On the
wall directly opposite me there was a large mapof the United States. I looked
and looked for Jersey City but New Jersey was so small compared to the
other states that I satisfied myself in finding New York City. There was only
one other picture on the remaining walls: this one small but in a fancy gold
frame, a seaside scene. I glanced toward the kitchen and saw a long counter
with four swirling barstools pulled up to it. Their refrigerator even had a
water and ice dispenser in the door. My mother noticed me looking around
and told me , quietly, to finish my lunch.
They had two boys around my brother's and my age. They were pretty
typical, I think, of North American boys-dirty blonde hair, light eyes and
assertive. Before the introductions were all done the younger one asked
Carlos if he wanted to play with his hot wheels track set. They were off
before my mother could tell him in Spanish not to touch anything. The older
boy, about ten, told me he had just gotten a chemistry set. My mother quickly
shot me a threatening look lest I go with him but after she caught sight of
papi nodding she changed her face to mean "watch yourself." Each boy had
his own room. The one I went with, I think his name was Ethan or Josh, a
name my parents could not pronounce, his room had bunk beds. At first 1
was confused because I hadn't seen any other chUdren around. When I
asked, Ethan or Josh said that he had friends sleep over all the time. None of
my friends slept over nor was I ever allowed to sleep over, anywhere.
Ethan or Josh was eager to show me the vials and powders and liq
uids. I was more interested in the model airplanes hanging from the ceiling
and the human anatomical doll. The body had expose.:i muscles on parts and
you could pull pieces off to see the bones and organs and veins. Ethan or
Josh got bored with me pretty soon and grabbed a football and asked if I
knew how to play. I lied and said no because I wanted to stay and look at all
the books lined up above his desk; he even had his own lamp. He left and I
ventured up into the top bunk. My mother came in to check on meand made
me get down and go outside "to see the canal behind the house."
Carlos and Scott (the younger one's name was easier to remember
because one of the black kids in my class was named Scott Williams) were
vrooming and crashing cars in the next room. They were pretty angry at
being told to put the toys up and come outside. Al had a boat tied to a post
out back. Their yard had no grass but white gravel instead; placed all around
were anchors, nets and buoys. Carlos and me almost immediately began
throwing rocks in the water and Al's sons laughed at us. My dad and Al
went into the boat and there was still room for all of us. Besides the Staten
Island feny this was the biggest boat we had been in. It had a canvas top and
my mother and Al's wife sat underneath it to avoid the sun. Mami and Mary,
that's Al's wife, had handkerchiefs tied on their heads so their hairdos
wouldn't get messed up. We children were told 10 sit down and stay down
as the men untied the boat and rewed the engine. We took a leisurely ride,
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looking at all the houses lining the wide canal. We entered a small bay where
we got gas, bait and sodas. My father was the only one who caught a fish and
Al pat him hard on the back and said that he brought him bad luck and
wouldn't invite him fishing anymore. They all laughed and my father had a
wide grin for the rest ofthe night.
l got to sleep on the top bunk while my brother slept on the bottom
bunk in Ethan/Josh's room. Ethan/Josh slept in a sleeping bag in Scott's
room. I had never seen one before. One of the sofus c pened up into a bed and
my parents slept there though Al and Mary offered them their bed but my
mother wouldn't have it.
The next day we drove to a beach nearby and stayed there lo!lg
enough for our noses to get red. My mother wanted to go home before lw,cn
but Al talked my parents into staying for a barbecue. They made hot dogs,
hamburgers and com on the cob. We were in the yard sitting on benches at a
wooden table when my brother asked for rice. Scott passed him a bowl full of
coleslaw and said, "We don't eat rice at barbecues, you dummy." I thought
my mother would slap him because her face got all red. The brothers
laughed and then their parents and finally my parents joined in but I could
tell they didn't think it was too funny. Later Mary gave us all Good Humor
ice cream ban. We didn't leave until dark so on the way back I didn't get to
see the big open Spat'l!S, just little lights in the river as the boats steered along.
Darkness hid the grasses.
When we got home the apartment felt all wrong. The picture of Santa
Barbara with her shelf of candles and apples seeme:i to take up the whole
wall. The plastic covered lampshade looked taclcy (another word I learned
later). The refrigerator's single door seemed ancient. That night I fell asleep
preoccupied with thoughts of rearranging the furniture in the living room.
Maybe putting the sofa in the middle ofthe room and thet.v. against a diffez,.
ent wall would make everything right. I woke up the next day and stared out
the window over my bed which fared the next apartment building's side
wall a few feet away. I realize:! then that the screen was thick with grime
because it hadn't been cleaned since all the windows were painted shut. l
leaned over to one side, cocking my head to see our backyard. It seemed too
closed to share with seven other families. My eyes fixed on an overgrown
thom bush, the only adornment in that narrow rectangle of dirt. I had not
noticed before.

Cecilia RDdrlguez MillbrLs
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The Ride

it

you
have

do

to

managed

to

me
again!

staayDAWES
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Ouistening Gown 1986

it is, after all, onlya thing
a few yards of cotton muslin a nd lace
lovingly fashioned into a gannent
to wrap a generation in
to bear them into the faith
each seed pearl is embedded in
one ofseveral hundred white daisies
strewn across a field of snow
a renection ofa soul newly born
it makes my swollen feet and belly
and the hot molten lead air
around me almost bearable;
it is an instrument of sanity
each stitch holds possibility;
you, my Jove, are the first.
perhaps I will not see all of their faces,
o r know all of their names,
but they will feel my Jove
flowing through my finger-tips
and into my needle
this is my meager gift to the future;
my fingers touch 2086,
through a woven bridge to posterity.

Linda Boulette
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Tradition

Mandy cleans this theatre
late nights and listens
for mice creeping
between what would be pews
if it were a church
or some other holy place
but it isn't
She sweeps under
ragged red seats
that smell of habit:
peanuts and organ music
and colored help.
The theatre: she rubs
on the small of it's
back with an easy hand
like dancing with an old lover
someone worthy of caress.
Leaning into it, she traces
a perfect box step and
for one reckless moment
she is all grace and shadow.
Dust and screen and darkness
reach back to her
fold into the arch of her
movements, pause, and
a little more hoi.y
she presses on.

Lillien Waller
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Impromptu

I am trying to make this look easy. There's a smile
tacked over the grimace under my nose and l only
flap my wings when no one's looking so the labor
of this flight goes undetected. My feet are dancing
as fast as they can, I am kissing strangers on street
comers and screaming

in my sleep and l still have
generation of ghosts to feed. The faces of my grand
children are already pickt'd out and so arc their names,
to save time.1his poem is rny insides out, more awake
than anything I could otherwise create and more lasting.
It's typed on onion skin,

.:1

thick.er than my own these days and

I il!ll trying to make this lool< easy. There's nobility
in ease, digruty in labor and I possess neither, crouched
between a shadow and what casts it. What's easy is the
pretense, a woman in three stanzas, written on the nm.
What's d ifficult is the pretense, a calculated labyrinth
of language and an impromptu, make-shift, onion-skin shield.

Lillie-rt Walle,
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The Little Old Man on the Comer
The bus roared into the neighborhood, and Ricardo raised his head .
With his hands on the arms of the rocking chair, he pushed himself into a
standing position, his knees creaking as he rose. A smile underlined his muir
tache. He wrapped the maroon sweater tightly around his shrunken chest,
pressed his favorite cap onto thinning gray hair, and made his way down the
stairs.
Heels clicked against the pavement as the crowds burst through the
bus doors and past Ricardo. Some smiled at the little old man and said hello;
others didn't notice him at all. He was a short man, whose slightly arched
back only made him shorter. Ricardo paused for a second to watch the faces
that were becoming more and more familiar every day then shuffled on in
slow steady steps.
At the comer pharmacy, Ricardo stopped to catch his breath. It was at
this very spot fifty years ago that he had met Mary, his wife. She'd gone
away somewhere. Ricardo couldn't remember where, but he knew she was
going to come home. He knew this was where she'd meet him again.
With his hand behind his back, Ricardo stood outside the store, keep
ing vigil. Thoughts of Mary warmed him, and he smiled. His dark brown
eyes crinkled with py.
Several buses went by, and soon darkness came. Ricardo blew into his
cold, dry hands, then rubbed them together. He tapped his toes inside his
shoes. When Mary still hadn't shown up, Ricardo stopped smiling, wrapped
his wrinkled hands around his arms and headed bade home.
Maybe Mary had missed the bus again.
Winnie Yu
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The One I Trusted Most Has Fallen from Me
To the flesh's hunger I shut my ears
Turning toward objects holy and bitter, no comfort to earthly
lust;

I have given of myself to both, and wedded the one with the better argument
But a woman stands at the door with my husband;
The one I have trusted most has fallen from me.

If she wouJd have him, and he wants to go
I'll serve them breakfast, taking no joy
That she'll never satisfy him. Love is its godly light
That changes the fresh smell of a night's
Wine to urine's rank when the first sun filters in,
Tums the blinding whiteness of a lavatory bowl
To the mottle of a vomitory,
To my flesh's terror before age and insuJt I shut my ears
(The King of Nazareth was the carpenter's low son to his enemies,
And Mother and the King upon the Stair was once New England's heresy),
To flying rumor, skepticism, the prying questions of the Church's theologians
I show no cowardice, the one thing I have reared is here;
The one I had trusted most has fallen from me.

It is of Job I am reminded, trusting blindly
In Love when husbands, lovers, children, kin tum to the World,

0 soft, soft, holy Light on the Stair
I dance,
I shake,
confess,
And yet, if I pause, my heart flutters cold,
For the one I have trusted most has fallen from me

Percival Miller
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ONEDAYMAMASAYSTOME:•OIERYL,
you're always asking for something from everyone 'cept yourself.
When you gonna ask for from yourself?
Knowing you girl you'll wait 'til I'm dead."
Saying it that way she made it happen.
Well tum your grave, look this way cause I'm asking
for myself from myself in the back comer of K-mart'"s foto booth.
Giving birth to the whole family in my image, I pay a dollar each
and malce my self worth
a hell of a lot more. I did you first mama: this here's your face
when daddy asks you to back-off from his private life.
The pain always as fresh. I used that face just yesterday
when Betty showed me how you clean cut me out of the family
album and all. I'd wear that face all day, but see this machine
demands four poses. So here's your eyes all swelled-up
sweet like proud when Betty asks for advice. Next is tiny-eyed
and tight-jawed -your face when I asked for forgiveness.

This last one is suppose to be you asking for yourself
from yourself. I don't know how to do that. Did you

ever do that? This strip is Betty in four "give-it-up"
poses: her telling you to give up on being pretty,
her telling me to give up on loving you. She broke
your heart not me. This one?
This one is Betty Telling Daddy to give her body up
cause it was my tum. You hear me lady? Wherever in hell
you are, do you hear me? How can I ever take
a picture of me when he came for his claim? Well, hey
I got change. I'm making a new self. I figure dignity
·is me turning from the camera, facing the outside
as if I got some important business, as if someone important is
listening. So, I'm leaving the curtain open,
letting shop light wash me out. Hey you bluelight special come
erase me. I'm ta.Icing control of mydisappearance.
Mama, were you pretending to be blind? Or did you see all along
what I'm showing shoppers now? I'm talcing my shirt off
letting it dropdown on the floor like he liked it. Betty said
I couldn't ask him to stop, so I couldn't ask you.
It would break your heart. The best I could do
was keep the light on so he saw his sin.
It worked too mama, 'til I saw you watching in the doorway,
a dark form peering in the slit of light.
How long were you gonna stand there letting me
ask for salvation from myself? How long? Lady, you died.

Lori Ande7son
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Inescapable Rhythms •The Hill Dance: 1991
I
Hearing demons' wanton riffing
On common custom's drum
Summoned fear of Anita.

II
I was a palled crowd:
Roll was called
And we were all Anita&.

III
Anita stared at our sun eclipsed.
Drawn, the blind closed eyed from Enlightenment.

JV
The light on the shadow
Is sleight.
The light on the shadow on Anita
Is sleight.
V

I cannot tell which 1fear more,
Her prospects glossed by history
Or his story glossed by her prospects,
Anita, object
Or objective.

V1
Precedent warned hidden children
Searched their caves for stones.
The body of Anita,
Oosing, gorged the mouths.
The dark,
Dammed by her presence,
Eroded legendary faults.

vu
Mute women of Mansee,
When will you reclaim your telling voice?
Why, now regaled with 'Ah-NEE-Tahh;
Do her namesakes nod
Like those close to the campfire?
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VIII
I tell stories both ways By rote or, freed from myth's obligations;
Though l can't tell,
Sinc-e Anita, where love lies
By which I tell
IX
When Anita stopped the first stone
... So masked a toneThe rotted apple, dropping.

X
To submit"Anita"
(Written so we'll read it),
Rewrite in our pm/ology;
Remit to: HISTORY.

XI
He'd sit fondling old goddesses
Through the long nights.
One, he groped lewdly
Till her blindfold slipped
And stripped, those eyes he met exposed
Anita's.

XII
Nee-rivals/now-brothers,
Anita-mongers broker.

XIII
Watch resisters move to the drum.
Watch the law slur.
Now, watch voyeurs making law
Anita-proof
Prove its misrule-rules.

Linda Silance Dixon
(Pattcmd after Wa//aa Slettens' "Thirtttn Ways of Lookingat a Blackbird.")
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DREGS FOR THE CUP
once perceived
my wisdom is the best
until then
my learning slow
my objection strong
in matters somehow just
it may be that the
cold cold ki will find me much
too weary to resist
it may be that i acquiesce
this final lesson
well above the rest
but
chances are
that i shall be
the prize rebel
a poor pupil even then.

Mllry A. Etienn.t!
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An Interior
Jeffrey's babies

asleep
somewhere in that feathered
void, tethered
to rock and cradle
arelulled lulled lulled. ..
But a11 lullabies are not sweet.
Some sting or singe,
numb
a dulled motion.
Light blue seas
against the interior
are all motherless,
directionless in their trails and origins
without resting place.
And what I dream of
is the forgetting.
Tongue thickening
like the mouth of God
absent in a womb
of stars.
Jeffrey's babies
crawling in and out
of soft thought.

In his sleep
he is afraid
of a child
I have not yet conceived.

Emily R. Nomk
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